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                      A Modern-day bookmark manager
We spend a lot of time on the Internet. We browse the web to discover. Or we search for something specific, like a 
delicious recipe or a motivational article. start.me’s bookmark manager lets you easily save and organize all of your 
favorite webpages on a customizable dashboard. Using start.me, you'll spend less time digging for links and more time 
browsing them. 

Some 5-star Reviews 
From start.me website

Easy to use and keeps your favorite/most visited /used websites and bookmarks easily accessible. A very 
useful and helpful feature for me is that I can group these bookmarks according to category. I couldn't do 
without it now! Stephen Andrews

I tried start.me when iGoogle bit the dust - and I am so glad I found it. It is easily the best start page I've ever 
had. It's just one of those products you sometimes find that are so good you want everybody to know about it. 
If you haven't got it already, get it. You won't be sorry. Chris Warton

This homepage is well organized and helps me put my favorites right at my fingertips. User friendly, easy to 
use, tons of options. An excellent option, which I fully recommend! Jack Alan Borders

From start.me website
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Pricing

I was using the free version when I prepared this Keynote.  I’ve since upgraded to Pro lifetime.



This is a sample 
page.



Create an account on start.me from Safari. Follow directions for easy setup.
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Tutorial Video            https://youtu.be/Mm5kobgiESE

https://youtu.be/Mm5kobgiESE


I began using start.me in early 
October. This was an email 

sent when I signed up. 

Notice at the bottom of the 
email that the company has a 

blog and a Facebook and 
Twitter account. 
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Set homepage in Safari preferences.



This shows only a 
portion of the hundreds 

of bookmarks I had in 
Safari. 

There is a way to 
import bookmarks from 

other sources, but I 
started slowly.  I 

organized my 
bookmarks into 

categories and added 
them myself.



First page -  My startpage



My second page  

It’s easy to move bookmarks to other widgets and to create new widgets and pages.



Drop down

When you hover 
your mouse in 

front of the 3 dots 
in the upper right 
corner of a widget 

group, a small + 
sign appears. You 

can add a 
bookmark by 

clicking on the +.

+

Ways to add bookmarks, widgets, etc.



Another way to add a bookmark by clicking on +start.me in Favorites bar
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Exporting Bookmarks 

Just in case something 
happens and you lose your 
bookmarks, you are able to 

export them to your 
computer for safe keeping.



After using start.me for a few months, I’ve added more pages and backgrounds.
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I hope you’ll try start.me. You might wonder how you survived without it!
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The End
Try it. You’ll like it!


